
Centre pivot irrigation offers accurate water distribution at low pressure. It is also the cheapest way of irrigating on 

a large scale. The cost of each center pivot tower is the same (only difference in pipe diameter) whether

you have a small or a large system. With each additional tower you add, the radius of the circle is extended and 

the area under irrigation increases exponentially to the outside making it cheaper per hectare as it becomes larger.

Applications

All crops are suitable given that the plant is not too high to be accommodated under the center pivot. There are, 

however, center pivot systems available for taller crops such as sugar cane and citrus.

Pivots Types

Center Pivot and Linear Move systems are closely related - they both use a motorized tower/overhead sprinkler 

concept and use similarly-sized towers and equipment for comparable acreages. The main difference between them 

is the mode of travel. Some Center Pivots can be ordered with a package to convert them to a Linear Move system. 

It "pivots" around a central point known as the pivot

point or "pivot pad" 

It comes in a different of sizes from 1 acre up to 400 or more

Irrigation of various field sizes is possible by using 

a different lengths of "spans" between the supporting

"towers". The length of each individual span can be 

From 30.5 m up to 61 m, or more. 

Center pivots generally have an end gun attached to 

the last tower on an end boom to increase the irrigated

area. Since this end gun is supported on an extended 

boom and does not have a supporting tower directly

under it, this addition can greatly increase a pivot's 

irrigated acreage without requiring additional land 

clearing. 
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Type Characteristics Of Center Pivot



The water supply for the linear move obviously cannot be 

supplied by a central pivot point such as that used for the 

center pivot. One method of water supply involves the 

use of a flexible "drag hose" that is attached to the main
line piping system.

The other option involves a natural or concrete ditch or 

channel with a suction assembly extending into the ditch 

from the linear move machine.  This water supply option 

may or may not be viable depending on the topography of 

the field. In either of these options a pump is placed on 

the machine itself and travels with the system.

*  All of the points listed for center pivots can be applied to linear move systems with two exceptions, 

travel path and water inlet.

Both Sides Spans Linear Move 

Type Characteristics Of Center Pivot

Single Side Spans Linear Move 

It moves in a linear or straight line path. 

Linear Move






